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who narrowly lost a primary challenge to Specter in 2004 and has not ruled out a rematch. ... In 2007, every Senate Democrat
present voted to advance the card check bill, but ... giving card check supporters as many as 58 votes in the Senate next year. ...
"Now, if he makes the vote, he'd almost certainly be the key vote.".. And another candidate represented the credit-card
companies and voted for that ... “It's Armageddon time for the Democratic Party,” Sanders supporter Ralph ... From their point
of view, a Biden victory in 2020 could be a very ... If Sanders loses the nomination, they may prefer to see Trump win the
election.. Learn about organizing, decertification, card check, economic effects, ... The bill directed the NLRB to stop
conducting elections and to certify unions as the ... that even though “some employees may lose” from a collective bargaining
agreement, ... Positioning a walkout as an unfair labor practice [ULP] strike is one of the key .... For tick- ets ($20) and more
details on the race, call 888-652- RACE or check online at ... and Deli Cool off with Key Lime Pie, Fresh Fruit Torte, or a
Triple Chocolate Flan! ... He recently lost his I.D. card, and without an I.D., he can't even apply for a job. ... A large, imposing
man, Cox was feared by opponents and supporters.. The Employee Free Choice Act is the name for several legislative bills on
US labor law which ... However, in practice, the results of the card check usually are not presented to the employer until 50 or
60% of ... The bill's opponents also oppose the mandatory arbitration of disputes involving the terms of a first contract, .... On
key policy issues — like free trade, deregulation, and single-payer ... the Senate, 2,500 members of the CWA and IBEW faced
the loss of hard-won ... The bill's sponsors act as if just tinkering with the NLRB election process ... As In These Times reported
earlier this month, “card check is still an avowed .... Worker rights are shaping up a key issue in 2020. ... labor's cause by using
his email lists to urge supporters to join union picket lines. ... Still, this year's progressive crop of candidates supports many bills
that would go far to help ... to unionize by, among other things, giving unions a right to use card check.. Building
interest—Soliciting employees to sign authorization cards begins during ... management cannot claim it did not know who the
key supporters were) and to ... for management—legal services, loss of employee time, loss of executive time, ... working nights
and weekends to make enough money to pay their bills got in .... Trump taps key Hill ally Mark Meadows to be chief of staff ...
Fans barred from NCAA basketball tournament at Johns Hopkins amid coronavirus fears ... The bill provides a total of $7.7
billion in new discretionary spending and authorizes ... Trump loses another White House 'original' ... I Helped Fact-Check the
1619 Project.. We offer checking & savings accounts, credit cards, insurance, and loans. Open your KeyBank ... How Key is
planning for change and preparing solutions.. In place of the card-check provision, several Senate and labor officials said the ...
provision was so central to the legislation it was known as "the card-check bill. ... tilted in favor of employers, key senators are
considering several other measures. ... workers to attend anti-union sessions that labor supporters deride as "captive .... Earnings
of America's blue collar working class has lost ground in recent years ... A key element, he said, is rebuilding the American
labor movement, which has ... liberal Democrat ever nominated for president, opposes the card check bill. ... In fact, employees
who are active union supporters have a one-in-five chance of .... A union may submit these cards to PERB, and based on a card
check and not an election, become your exclusive representative if it obtains a majority of signed .... Card check is a method for
employees to organize into a labor union in which a majority of ... Supporters of card check argue that it makes it easier for
workers to join unions. ... Barack Obama supports the bill. ... a supervisor to oppose the union or being told they may lose their
job and livelihood if workers vote for the union.. A bill that would make the most significant changes to labor law in ... The bill
has 218 House co-sponsors, giving it a solid chance of ... Arkansas in the Senate from 1999-2011, was a key holdout in 2009, ...
now a consultant with the IFA, said the debate over the EFCA, also known as the “card check” bill, .... The card check bill, on
the other hand, has the potential to expand union ... which he said he planned to "focus first [on] key economic priority items. ...
Most labor leaders, whose unions lose members when the economy tanks, .... Coalition ad campaign targets congressional “card
check” supporters ... A key factor in determining the prospects of this bill will be whether or not Democrats ... Under the
proposal, workers would effectively lose their right to a private ballot ...

Some business leaders hailed the dropping of card check, while others called the move a partial triumph because the bill still
contained provisions they oppose. The card-check provision was so central to the legislation that it was known as “the card-
check bill.” Labor had called the bill its No.. Supporters and opponents of card check sometimes use similar language to ... A
union cannot threaten employees with the loss of their jobs if they do not ... (Some research has concluded that management
opposition is a key factor ... after Senator Robert Wagner of New York who sponsored the bill in the U.S. Senate.. Whether you
label it the “card check” bill or the Employee Free Choice Act, you can also call it something else -- in deep trouble. Key
senators ...
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